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2011 IIHF World Championship, Slovakia 

 
Bratislava plans four car parks for championship 
visitors  
 
Car parks for cars and tour coaches. 

 

During the 2011 IIHF World Championship four parking areas will be available: Zones 1 – 4 for cars and 

tour coaches.  Each car park will be situated on a motorway turnoff and navigation system tables will be 

installed on the capital city bypass routes. The car parks are situated in the east part of the city as close 

as possible to the Orange Arena – approximately 3 – 6 km. 

 

Parking zone 1 is situated in the Žabí majer area on Staviteľska street in the former customs warehouse 

compound. Zone 1 provides almost 40 000 m
2 
of space for cars and coaches. 

Toilets, showers, a buffet with warm food and a relaxation room with a warm drinks dispenser. The 

compound is fenced in with a guard gate and is guarded 24 hours a day by a camera system and private 

security guards. 

 

Zone 2 is located in Prievozka on Hranična street in the former Czechoslovak bus station compound and 

is zoned for coaches. The zone has approximately 24 000 m
2 
of space zoned for parking, is guarded 24 

hours a day, fenced in and equipped with a camera system. A dry toilet is also available. 

 

Zone 3  is designated as a reserve car park in the event of Zones 1 and 2 being full to capacity. Both cars 

and coaches may park there. Zone 3 is located in Trnávke in the former technical service compound on 

Technickej street. The zone covers approximately 30 000 m
2
. 

Toilets, showers, a buffet with wrapped food (baguettes, soft drinks) and a relaxation room are available. 

The car park is fenced in and guarded 24 hours a day. 

 

Zone 4 is located in Petržalka near the Old Bridge in close proximity to the River Fan Zone. This car park 

is recommended for the cars of fans who wish to spend some time in the River Fan Zóne on The Tyršovo 

embankment (Tyršovom nábreží) 



 

 

Zone 1 parking fees amount to €4 per day for cars, €10 for coaches. Between 08:00 and 24:00 parking 

fees for coaches are €6 and €4 between 24:00 and 08:00. 

Zone 2 parking fees are the same for coaches. Zones 3 and 4 are free. 

The capital city has placed navigation information tables - which will also be motorised - on motorway 

turnoffs and bypasses 

to navigate fans directly to their parking destinations. 
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